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APPLICATION TO CONDUCT 
A CMP EXCELLENCE-IN-COMPETITION REVOLVER MATCH 

We hereby make application to conduct a CMP Service Revolver EIC Match to be fired on_________(enter date). 

Name of Sponsoring Organization: 
 
 

CMP Club or Affiliation Number: 

Name of Range: Address of Range (location): 
 
 

Contact Name:  Contact Telephone (daytime): 
 
 

Contact Email Address: 
 
 

Club Website: 

Contact Mailing Address (No PO Box): 
 
 
City:                                State:               Zip Code: 

Contact Signature: 
 

______________________________  Date: ____________ 

In order to ensure the successful conduct of this EIC Match our sponsoring organization agrees to: 

1. Provide, with application, a copy of our EIC Match Program or a match program with the EIC match listed in it. 

2. Conduct the match in accordance with the current edition of CMP Competition Pistol Rules.  

3. Conduct the EIC match as a separate course of fire, designated as the CMP Service Revolver EIC Match. 

4. Use only current CMP scorecards.  ______ # of Scorecards for our match (estimated # of competitors plus 10-20%). 

Achievement Pins on Hand:  _____Gold   _____Silver   _____Bronze 

*Achievement pins will be shipped based on the # of scorecards indicated and the number of pins on hand.   

Achievement pins are to be awarded, by match sponsor, at the conclusion of the match. 

       _____ Check here if you would like surrounding states/clubs to be notified about your match. 

5. Submit, in a pre-paid FedEx envelope, provided by the CMP, match fees ($15.00 per competitor, regardless of Distinguished or 
military status), match report form and the scorecards for all EIC match competitors to the CMP within FIVE (5) days after the 
match.  Failure to return scorecards within 30 days after the match will invalidate this EIC match.   

6. Have competitors complete a Liability Agreement. 
 

7. Provide targets for all competitors for the CMP Service Revolver EIC Course of Fire (40 Shot Pistol Course).  Targets 
for the 50 yard stage must be NRA B-6 targets; targets for the 25 yard stages must be NRA B-8 targets (equivalent 
DCM-approved targets may also be used). 

 

8. Distinguished Marksmanship Program: The Distinguished Marksman Badge is a Distinguished Badge that may be 
earned by competitors with limitations or disabilities that require them to compete with adaptive firing positions, 
adaptive equipment, or special techniques in order to complete in an EIC Match. Competitors must apply through the 
CMP to be part of the Distinguished Marksmanship Program.  Competitors that are part of the program will have a 
letter from the CMP and a copy of this letter must be attached to their scorecard.   

 
 

In order to ensure the successful conduct of this EIC Match the CMP will: 

1. Furnish official CMP EIC match scorecards that must be completed by all competitors, regardless of whether they 
complete the entire course of fire and that must be returned to the CMP within five days after the match. 

2. Post date and contact information about this EIC match in the CMP Competition Tracker web site’s “Upcoming 
Events” list.  

3. Post an electronic final results list for this match on the CMP Competition Tracker web site’s “Competition Results” 
list.   

4. Award Excellence-In-Competition credit points and badges to competitors who qualify. 

5. Award Excellence-In-Competition Place Medals (Distinguished and Non-Distinguished) to competitors who qualify. 
 

Email completed application form & match program to Competitions@TheCMP.org or mail to:  

CMP EIC Competitions, PO Box 576, Port Clinton, Ohio 43452 

mailto:Competitions@TheCMP.org

